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ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B3)

crew destination to fly (v.) information desk on strike pilot plane to travel (v.) ... A frantic passenger walks up: "I got caught in traffic and just missed my flight.". 
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ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 110



Advanced Unit 6 (15 activity (ies) 01:32:06) Keywords [13 word(s)] airport arrival baggage-claim to book (v.) to catch (v.) crew destination to fly (v.) information desk on strike pilot plane to travel (v.)



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



You work at the Information Desk at the airport. "Good morning, where is United Airlines?" The check-in counters are over there. Is it for a departure? What is it for exactly?



2



Thank you.



5 2 3



Yes, my plane is at 11:40 a.m. 5 5 5



The check-in counters are over there. Go to Gate 41. Concourse 3, hurry up!
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3



I am expecting someone on one of their flights. 5 5 5 4



Airlines do not give out the list of passengers. The check-in counters are over there. Go to Gate 41. Their offices are closed.



4



What time do they open? At 9 o'clock. In about 10 minutes. They're on strike today.



5



5 5 5



A frantic passenger walks up: "I got caught in traffic and just missed my flight." What is your destination? What airline? What is your flight number? Where are you going?



6



Okay, I'll wait.



New York. United. 370. New York.



6 6 6 6



It is extremely urgent. I have to be there this afternoon. You've got to find me another flight. 7 7 7 7



I'll do my best to get you on the next flight. Please wait a moment. I'm working on it. I'll see what I can do.



7



You are busy trying to find a flight for the passenger. He is becoming more and more upset: "Why is this taking so long?" 8 9 9 9



Don't worry, sir. Be more patient, please. These things take time. I'm doing the best I can.



8



It's just that I need to get there as soon as possible! 9 9 9



I understand, sir. I think I have something for you. Don't worry, we'll find a way.
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9



You finally find a solution for your passenger. We have a flight for you. Here's one! There's a plane in 3 hours. I've got something.



10



At last. Finally! There's nothing earlier?



10 10 11 10



Good! What is it? 13 13



Immediate departure, Gate 10. Go to Gate 41.



11



You finally have to tell him there is nothing earlier. No, I'm very sorry. That's all there is today. Next time, give yourself an hour or more to get to the airport. There's no other choice.



12



13



You're right. I learned my lesson. Goodbye. Thanks for traveling with us! Have a safe flight!



13



13 13 12



Thanks for your help. Bye now.



13 13 13



He goes to catch his flight. A young lady looking very lost asks you: "Excuse me, I was supposed to meet some friends at the airport but it is so big and there are so many people... What should I do?" 14 15



Are you traveling together? Do you know where they're coming from? You could page them.



14



Yes, we are going to Florence. Go to the airline check-in counter. Go to the meeting point. Go to Gate 41.
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15



Yes, from Lisbon. Wait at Gate 41. Go to the arrivals gate. Page them to go to the meeting point.



Sentence Pronunciation [51 sentence(s)] The check-in counters are over there. Is it for a departure? What is it for exactly? The check-in counters are over there. Go to Gate 41. Concourse 3, hurry up! Airlines do not give out the list of passengers. The check-in counters are over there. Go to Gate 41. Their offices are closed. At 9 o'clock. In about 10 minutes. They're on strike today. What is your destination? What airline? What is your flight number? Where are you going? I'll do my best to get you on the next flight. Please wait a moment. I'm working on it. I'll see what I can do. Don't worry, sir. Be more patient, please. These things take time. I'm doing the best I can. I understand, sir. I think I have something for you. Don't worry, we'll find a way. We have a flight for you. Here's one! There's a plane in 3 hours. I've got something. Immediate departure, Gate 10. Go to Gate 41. No, I'm very sorry. That's all there is today. Next time, give yourself an hour or more to get to the airport. There's no other choice. Goodbye. Thanks for traveling with us! Have a safe flight! Are you traveling together? Do you know where they're coming from? You could page them. Go to the airline check-in counter. Go to the meeting point. Go to Gate 41.
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Wait at Gate 41. Go to the arrivals gate. Page them to go to the meeting point.



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



'Should' and 'Ought to': probability



2



Use of 'else'
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3



More uses of the possessive



Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: the flight leaving this morning



this morning's flight



the meeting on Thursday



Thursday's meeting



the program for Wednesday



Wednesday's program



a drive of fifty miles



fifty miles' drive 50 miles' drive



a walk taking four days



four days' walk 4 days' walk



the schedule for next week



next week's schedule



the report given last month



last month's report



More uses of the possessive
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Keith says he went to the airport. The taxi driver says the airport traffic is heavy.



The taxi driver said the airport traffic was heavy.



The skycap thinks there is still time to make your plane.



The skycap thought there was still time to make your plane.



At the check-in counter, they imagine the flight has already left.



At the check-in counter, they imagined the flight had already left.



The sequence of tenses



2



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Keith says he went to the airport.



Keith said he had gone to the airport.



Barry tells you there's another flight in an hour.



Barry told you there was another flight in an hour.



Paul hopes the meeting won't start early.



Paul hoped the meeting wouldn't start early.



Becky says she's going to take a train.



Becky said she was going to take a train.



The sequence of tenses



3



Keith said he had gone to the airport.



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Keith says he went to the airport.



Keith said he had gone to the airport.



They say they have a flight for us.



They said they had a flight for us.



We think we'll get there on time.



We thought we'd get there on time.



We hear the meeting is canceled.



We heard the meeting was canceled.



The sequence of tenses
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4



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Put me on the next flight. Hold that plane!



You should hold that plane! You should hold that plane.



Help this passenger!



You should help this passenger!



Request a kosher meal for me.



You should request a kosher meal for me.



'Should' and 'Ought to': probability



5



Modal auxiliaries



Demonstratives



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Put me on the next flight.



You should put me on the next flight.



Call somebody to help me!



You should call somebody to help me!



Book your return flight now.



You should book your return flight now.



Reserve at the ticket counter.



You should reserve at the ticket counter.



'Should' and 'Ought to': probability



6



You should put me on the next flight.



Modal auxiliaries



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Put me on the next flight.



You should put me on the next flight.



Find my luggage right away!



You should find my luggage right away!



Call the complaints office.



You should call the complaints office.



Go to Customer Service.



You should go to Customer Service.



'Should' and 'Ought to': probability
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1 an airport a subway station a bus terminal a parking lot a space center a station



2 a check-in counter a cabin a departure lounge a duty-free store a customs check a line



3 departure dismissal maintenance support elevation participation



4 a plane a skateboard a roller blade an automobile a bicycle a school bus
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5 a gate an outlet a suspension bridge an elevator a landing pad a service station



6 a passenger a driver a butler a gardener a nurse a waiter



7 a destination a passport a meeting point a seat a check-in counter a passenger



8 a flight number a passport number a PIN code a departure time an arrival time



9 travel record drive design hesitate staple
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The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



Hurry up ! We're late and the concert is about to start! Get married Just say no Don't forget to vote Let's party



2



A frantic person is usually frenzied and in a hurry. composed happy insane esoteric well-versed



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. departure morning sir destination something meeting



arrival evening ma'am origin nothing separation



Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)]



aw



counters out about hour how



w



what where wait working one which we won't



aj



airlines strike flight I time goodbye find arrive



eI



day destination wait plane safe gate complaints



¯



number understand something coming luggage somebody just







o'clock patient departure traveling together tomorrow possible reservation



p



up passengers airport point people problem help



k



concourse can take check-in thanks could
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Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'How long'



2



'How' + adjective or adverb



Mystery Phrase [9 exercises] 1



A person that travels for pleasure or culture. tourist



2



A means of entrance or exit. gate



3



A work stoppage by a body of workers. strike
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4



Traveler. passenger



5



Calling for immediate attention. urgent



6



A site where people come together. meeting point



7



A place which is set for the end of a journey. destination



8



Extremely anxious. frantic



9



To call or announce over a loudspeaker. page



Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4



On Monday I got my ticket at the check-in counter. I was going to Chicago alone. I got caught in terrible traffic. I missed my flight by ten minutes. The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



2



1 2 3 4



Where are you going? To Madrid, and I'm leaving tomorrow. What time does your flight leave? At noon, but I'm going to be at the airport early. Auxiliaries



3



1 2 3 4



The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



People always get lost at Los Angeles Airport. Some passengers page their friends. Some people wait for their family at the meeting point. I don't worry, I never take the plane! The impersonal structure Active and passive voice
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You work at the Information Desk at the airport. "Good morning, where is United Airlines?" The check-in counters are over there. Is it for a departure? What is it for exactly? Have a safe flight! The day after tomorrow. You won't make your flight, though. I'll see what I can do. I didn't know I had to.



2



Thank you.



5 2 3



Oh, dear!



Yes, my plane is at 11:40 a.m. Go to Gate 41. Concourse 3, hurry up! The check-in counters are over there. The day after tomorrow. No, all flights are full. You may phone the complaints office. I didn't know I had to. Don't worry, we'll find a way.



3



5 5



I am expecting someone on one of their flights. Go to Gate 41. Airlines do not give out the list of passengers. The check-in counters are over there. Their offices are closed. Don't worry, we'll find a way. Here's a wheelchair. I think I have something for you. No, all flights are full. For how many people?
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5



Thanks, I appreciate it.



Two, my wife and I.
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4



What time do they open? At 9 o'clock. In about 10 minutes. They're on strike today. The check-in counters are over there. I'll remember that. Go to the meeting point. May I see your ticket? I think I have something for you.



5



5 5 5



Thank you.



A frantic passenger walks up: "I got caught in traffic and just missed my flight." What is your destination? What airline? What is your flight number? Where are you going? Have a safe flight! Yes, I think it's possible. What is it for exactly? Please go and pay at the ticket window. On which day?



6



Okay, I'll wait.



New York. United. 370. New York.



6 6 6



It is extremely urgent. I have to be there this afternoon. You've got to find me another flight. I'll do my best to get you on the next flight. Please wait a moment. I'm working on it. I'll see what I can do. Here's a wheelchair. Thanks for traveling with us! On which day? Please go and pay at the ticket window. Airlines do not give out the list of passengers.
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7 7 7 Thanks, I appreciate it. Bye now.
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7



You are busy trying to find a flight for the passenger. He is becoming more and more upset: "Why is this taking so long?" Don't worry, sir. Be more patient, please. These things take time. I'm doing the best I can. Tuesday, at 4 p.m. Concourse 3, hurry up! Where are you going? Is it for a departure? Do you know where they're coming from?



8



It's just that I need to get there as soon as possible! I understand, sir. I think I have something for you. Don't worry, we'll find a way. Here he is. No, I'm very sorry. Next Saturday only. In about 10 minutes. What is your flight number?



9



9 9 9



370.



You finally find a solution for your passenger. We have a flight for you. Here's one! There's a plane in 3 hours. I've got something. I will call somebody to help you. Here's a wheelchair. Yes, we have booked your reservation. Just for you? I'll see what I can do.



10



8 9 9



At last. Finally! There's nothing earlier?



10 10 11



Thanks, I appreciate it. Yes, I'm traveling alone.



Good! What is it? 13



Immediate departure, Gate 10. Go to Gate 41. I'll do my best to get you on the next flight. On which day? I'll see what I can do. Yes, I think it's possible. Airlines do not give out the list of passengers.
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11



You finally have to tell him there is nothing earlier. That's all there is today. No, I'm very sorry. Next time, give yourself an hour or more to get to the airport. There's no other choice. Go to Gate 41. What date? You need to go to Customer Service. What airline? We know about it, don't worry.



12



Thanks for your help. Bye now.



13



New York.



He goes to catch his flight. A young lady looking very lost asks you: "Excuse me, I was supposed to meet some friends at the airport but it is so big and there are so many people... What should I do?" Do you know where they're coming from? Are you traveling together? You could page them. No, all flights are full. Are you traveling alone? I'm sorry, your plane just left. Just for you? You may phone the complaints office.



14



United.



You're right. I learned my lesson. Goodbye. Thanks for traveling with us! Have a safe flight! The day after tomorrow. What is your destination? The check-in counters are over there. Their offices are closed. This gentleman will help you.



13



13



15



No, my wife will be with me. Oh, no! Yes, I'm traveling alone.



Yes, we are going to Florence. Go to the meeting point. Go to the airline check-in counter. Go to Gate 41. No, all flights are full. No, I'm very sorry. What is it for exactly? What is your destination? At 9 o'clock.
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15



Yes, from Lisbon. Wait at Gate 41. Go to the arrivals gate. Page them to go to the meeting point. At 9 o'clock. Of course. You won't make your flight, though. Don't worry, sir. Here's one!
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ADVANCED UNIT 9 (B3) 

Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about .... I'm always happy to give my opinion. .... You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big ...










 








ADVANCED UNIT 5 (B3) 

Could I have a window seat, please? Of course ... How do I get to gate E43? 13 ..... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B3) 

way, can you arrange for me to be picked up from the airport? Do you have your flight ... He's calling from the Japanese branch of Cellular Phones. So, Mr. Yamamoto, are ... manga. Yes, she's very popular in the States. I'll see what I can do.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 3 (B3) 

Does 16% interest suit you? It's a little expensive but ... Our company has a complimentary gift for you. Which one would ... four-wheel drive horsepower .... jet-black having a hard head hardheaded powerful enough to crush bone bonecrushing ..... I 










 








ADVANCED UNIT 14 (B3) 

What do you do when you go out in the evening? I go to a nightclub. 14. I eat out in a ... caretaker dog trainer software company journalists telephone operators.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 12 (B3) 

accommodation building cheesecake diner driver's license friendly to get lost hostel monument museum neighborhood rest room sightseeing skyscraper snack.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 13 (B3) 

a swimming pool .... Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. security safety owner ... camera memory backpack health insurance.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 10 (B3) 

[A customer approaches your stand at the trade fair.] Hello. ... Do you have a mailing list I can join? Just sign here to ..... Both of his names begin with 'J.' Cultural ...










 








advanced unit 7 (b3) 

Great Depression / disaster / Herbert Hoover / downturn / market crash / domino ... A year earlier, Herbert Hoover had been elected President, promising an end ...










 








advanced unit 8 (b3) 

Somebody else approaches: "Good morning, I'd like to make a reservation." ... No, my wife will be with me. ... Did you mention this when you booked your seat?










 








ADVANCED UNIT 1 (B3) 

Fast food means exactly what it says: it is food that arrives fast! When you go to a fast-food restaurant, you will be dazzled by the speedy service. You will be met ...










 








ADVANCED UNIT 11 (B3) 

Were you at the trade fair last year? Yes, there were lots of companies there. 9. There was an excellent seminar last year. 9. No, there wasn't time last year. 9. 9.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 4 (B3) 

whisky honey detergent. 3 a tire a hubcap a steering wheel a motor a wing a brake. 4 a sedan a stagecoach a motorbike a carriage a flying carpet a limousine. 5.










 








EXPERT UNIT 6 (B3) 

Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 3. I connected ... I saved a document and my computer froze. 3. 3 ... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs. 5. 5.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 6 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 6 (B3) 

We'd really hoped to have them all installed by now... Yes, I'm sorry. They'll be there by Friday. Hmmm... I wish you'd told us about this before. I'm sorry about ...










 








ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B2) 

accommodation building cheesecake diner driver's license friendly to get lost hostel monument museum neighborhood rest room sightseeing skyscraper snack.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 6 (B3) 

Answering last year's mail... Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person! Sure, if you have some ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B3) 

there is a book there are books there is a movie there are movies there is a shirt .... a lemon a cucumber. Â© Copyright 2003-2004 Auralog S.A. All rights reserved.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 11 (B3) 

Exclamations with 'what a' Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 9. Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!










 








expert unit 2 (b3) 

town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 13 (B3) 

Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope ... The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially ... There is a strike today. Because it crashed. 4.










 








EXPERT UNIT 11 (B3) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...
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